FullView Modern Linear Gas Fireplace

Model ML47 MOD shown with Wide Grace front in Brushed Chrome with Driftwood fire base and Panoramic Black Porcelain Reflective interior lining
Luxury from a new perspective

With an expansive view and legendary Mendota flames, this is a fireplace of epic proportions. The ever-contemporary FullView Modern Linear fireplace strikes the perfect balance of high style and high performance. You may never look at luxury the same way again.

Fronts and optional accent corners and dome rivets are available in Black, Antique Copper, Brushed Chrome, Swedish Nickel and Vintage Iron finishes (dome rivets not available in Vintage Iron)

Panoramic Porcelain Reflective interior lining colors:
- Black
- Copper
- Metallic Midnight
- Metallic Mocha
- Metallic Silver

Model ML47 MOD shown with Traditions front in Brushed Chrome with Liquid Clear Glass Diamonds fire base and Panoramic Metallic Silver Porcelain Reflective interior lining
Model ML47 MOD shown with Willowbrook front in Swedish Nickel with Twigs fire base and Panoramic Metallic Mocha Porcelain Reflective interior lining

Model ML47 MOD shown with Wide Grace front in Antique Copper layered with Antique Copper Traditions front with Driftwood fire base and Panoramic Copper Porcelain Reflective interior lining
ML47 MOD Features:

- Designed and built by Johnson Gas, a company with over a century of gas engineering experience
- Dramatic fire adds beauty and ambiance
- Choose from many elegant designer fronts, featuring Grace, Traditions and Willowbrook
- Panoramic Porcelain Reflective interior lining colors include Black, Copper, Metallic Midnight, Metallic Mocha and Metallic Silver
- Featured fire base choices include Driftwood, Natural River Rock and Twigs, plus Clear Ice Cubes, Midnight Black Glass, Liquid Clear Glass, White Tumbled Marble, Black Glass Diamonds and Liquid Clear Glass Diamonds
- Variable dual FireLight accent lighting
- Remote control with electronic ignition, flame height control and accent lighting control
- Optional blowers allow enhanced heat circulation
- Remote controlled variable flames
- High efficiency heater rated
- Operates during power failures
- Backed by Mendota’s Lifetime Limited Warranty

Visible Glass Area: 45" Wide x 14-1/2" High • Visible Glass Diagonal: 47"
Outside Dimensions: From 46-7/8" Wide x 16-3/8" High to 51-11/16" Wide x 21-1/8" High Based on Front Selection
Natural Gas BTUH: 25,000 to 41,000 • LP Gas BTUH: 24,000 to 41,000 • Up to 70% Efficiency

Dimensions for reference only. See installation guide for exact measurements.

Enjoy your Mendota, safely. Teach children to never touch the hot glass or metal surfaces surrounding the fireplace. To further promote safe use, all Mendota products are in compliance with government safety screen regulations.

Choose from one of the fire bases shown below or contact your local Mendota dealer for information on all options available.

Choose from the following fire bases:
- Black Glass Diamonds
- Driftwood
- Natural River Rock
- Liquid Clear Glass Diamonds
- Twigs
- White Tumbled Marble